Confederate States Paper Money: Civil War Currency From The South
Synopsis

Intriguing and Authoritative! Filled with fascinating history and an easy-to-use, full-color catalog of issues, the twelfth edition of Confederate States Paper Money will delight and inform every Confederate note collector, from novice to expert. It features:

- Full-color images of all major Confederate States currency from the Civil War through Reconstruction.
- Authoritative pricing in up to six grades for Confederate state issues.
- Complete coverage of Upham and other facsimile notes, as well as bogus notes, enigmatical issues, advertising notes, uncut sheets and errors.
- Featuring the work of text of legendary numismatist Arlie Slabaugh and pricing by William Bradimore, no paper money enthusiast’s library is complete without Confederate States Paper Money, 12th edition.
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Customer Reviews

I got this for my husband who is really into Confederate Money. He really likes it and says it a great reference. It has large clear pictures of the currency and great descriptions. It’s a book that anyone interested in Confederate paper money should have.

What is the deal with the numbering in this book. the entire book is numbered straight through with these bold numbers that are so misleading and messed up. They are not the T numbers that the notes refer to and in fact they are all one number off making the book incredibly annoying to use. Actually the first four notes listed are totally out of order compared to all other reference materials.
What happened here????

An excellent reference book about the paper money of the Southern States during the Civil War. If you have any Confederate notes in your collection, or are thinking of purchasing any in the future, buy this very informative book first. It also has excellent photos of each note described.

As a collector of Confederate currency you must have this one but it is not a stand alone reference of everything Confederate

Great info and comparative pictures to compare hundreds of notes in different grades, a gotta have for southern currency collectors as myself
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